Message from the President

Dear colleagues and members of ESTES,

I would like to welcome all of you in the name of the European Society for Trauma and Emergency Surgery (ESTES). The Thirteenth European Congress of Trauma and Emergency Surgery was very successful from May 12–15, 2012 in Basel, Switzerland under the Presidency of Dominik Heim and Reto Babst. The ESTES board would again like to stress the importance of your requests and needs; thus, please share your ideas and plans regarding trauma and emergency surgery with us. ESTES board and sections were very active in organizing several international postgraduate courses. I would like to thank institutional, individual members and corporate sponsors of ESTES who supported us throughout 2012. Our new website http://www.estesonline.org will be more interactive compared to the previous version and try to attract new members by several animations and videos.

We will organize the 14th European Congress of Trauma and Emergency Surgery during May 04–07, 2013 in Lyon, France for you with enriched topics and various new postgraduate courses together with the congress President Eric Voiglio. I hope all enjoyed celebrating the holidays and wish that 2013 would bring peace to our world.

Prof. Dr. Korhan Taviloglu
President of ESTES 2012/2013
ECTES 2013 – DON'T MISS REGISTRATION!

Regular Registration Deadline: Monday, April 8, 2013
Register by Monday, April 8, 2013 to be eligible for the regular fee. You can save up to EUR 100 compared to the on-site fees, which will take effect after this date.
Furthermore, there are still some rooms available at special conference rates in a few of our chosen hotels in Lyon. Accommodations can be booked together with the conference registration online.

International at ECTES
Many specialists in the field of trauma and emergency medicine from countries all over the world are already registered for ECTES 2013! These include Austria, Belgium, China, the Czech Republic, France, Germany, Japan, South Africa, Switzerland, The Netherlands and many more....

Scientific Programme Sneak Preview
Researchers from all these countries will contribute to the outstanding scientific programme and will present their work at ECTES 2013. A sneak preview is available on the congress website!

Finally, three reasons to attend ECTES:
– Expand your knowledge on trauma and emergency surgery
– Meet and mingle with the peers and colleagues of your field
– Experience Lyon – a city worth visiting!

Thus, take the opportunity and register for ECTES 2013!
The regular registration deadline is Monday, April 8, 2013.

Sincerely,

Eric J. Voiglio, MD, FACS, FRCS
President of ECTES Lyon 2013

ECTES 2013 Organizing Team
Mondial Congress & Events
Mondial GmbH & Co. KG
Operngasse 20b, 1040 Vienna, Austria
t + 43 1 58804-114, f –185
ectes2013@mondial-congress.com
www.estesonline.org
Announcements

Upcoming related congresses & courses

2nd Swiss Trauma & Resuscitation Day
February 22, 2013
Bern, Switzerland

Polytrauma Symposium
March 1–2, 2013
Zagreb, Croatia

Acute Care Surgery Course on Visceral & Gastrointestinal Emergencies
March 18–19, 2013
Graz, Austria

Workshop on Trauma to Visceral & Gastrointestinal Organs, DSTC
September 23–24, 2013
Graz, Austria

DKOU 2013 – Deutscher Kongress für Orthopädie und Unfallchirurgie
October 22–25, 2013
www.dkou.org

Berlin, Germany

More congresses and courses to be found in the ESTES events calendar at
www.estesonline.org
Postgraduate course in Medical Response to Major Incidents  
MRMI

organized in collaboration between the European Society for Trauma & Emergency Surgery (ESTES), International Association for Trauma Surgery and Intensive Care (IATSIC) and Karolinska University Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden

The course is planned as pre-congress course to the International Surgical Week in Helsinki, August 25–29 (www.isw2013.com)

A boat trip is planned from Stockholm to Helsinki for participants attending the International Surgical Week.

Time: August 22-24, 2013 (Instructor training August 21-24)
Location: Karolinska University Hospital, Solna, Stockholm

Chairman of MRMI faculty: Sten Lennquist
Chairman, local organizing committee: Carl Montán

Design of the course

The course is based on an advanced simulation model (www.macsim.se) training the whole chain of response: Scene, transport, hospitals, coordination & command, including also training in triage and individual patient-management. It is totally interactive, starting with one day of preparative training in groups, followed by two full days of simulation exercises with all participants active in their normal positions and with careful evaluation and analysis of the result of the response.

This requires a distribution of participants in accordance with the roles during the simulation exercise. In the standardized application form, the applicant has to indicate his/her preference and competence for the different roles and this may be used in the composition of participants.

Instructor training

Instructor training is offered for a limited number of participants who previously have passed a basic course and/or have specific qualifications meriting for instructor training.

Accommodation

Accommodation is not included in the course fee but room reservation can be done with discount for participants.

Course fees (Members of ESTES and/or IATSIC 10% discount on course fees) €
Nurses, paramedics and ambulance staff:
Basic course 3 full days including lunches but not accommodation 450
 Doctors and administrative staff:
Basic course 3 full days including lunches but not accommodation 590
 Instructor candidates:
Instructor training 4 full days including lunches but not accommodation 690

Application

For more information and application form please visit www.macsim.se
Application forms can also be requested from carl.montan@karolinska.se

Deadline for application: June 10, 2013. Number of participants limited.